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**Abstract**—The aim of this study is to trace the universality of Samuel Beckett’s play ‘Waiting For Godot’. To achieve the goals of the research, it is necessary to investigate deeply the elements involved the play transferring it from locality into universality. These elements are: First, the poetic form which basically depends on the special language of the play. Second, the universal or non-determined theme. Third, the influence of the play which is shown in others’ works. Thus, all these elements combined together to make it universal. The play enjoys a remarkable reputation; this reputation comes from themes it discusses and the mysteriousness of the title. The play was translated into many languages and it is still performed in many countries all around the world.

**Index Terms**—Absurdity of the play, elements of universality, poetic form, universal theme.

I. INTRODUCTION

Beckett’s theatre does not represent scenes from another time or rather it does not only do so. His theatre does create scenes that their subject matter is their duration in the present time. Beckett’s plays are not about experiences, but they are experiences themselves. Though the audience was already introduced to the modern modes of theater prior Beckett’s ‘Waiting for Godot’, the play had the most profound and wide-ranging effect on them. Before *Theatre of Absurd*, the audiences expected a well-made and life-like play, actual characters, acceptable language, and well-interwoven plots with beginning, middle and denouement, but this theatre devastated all these expectations. A well example of Theatre of Absurd is Beckett's play 'Waiting For Godot' in which characters are unfamiliar and tramps, strangely motivated; the dialogue they use is bunk and nonsense. The play has no identifiable beginning, middle and an end, thus, it has no plot but a story and the way of telling this story is arbitrary. The writer does not offer any remedy to the observed troubles that the two characters face. Therefore, the play is out of the conventional dramatic circle, it is common in tradition of 'Theatre of Absurd'[1].

The 'theater of absurd' works as poetry rather than narrative. Conventional narrative play tells a story and it develops dynamically. Thus, the characters grow and change before the audience's eyes, and that is the story aims to expose the change and growth. What distinguishes 'Waiting for Godot' from all other plays is the absence of almost any action of any kind. It leaves the audience exactly where it finds them. The play comes to have some of the fascination of a walker on a tight-rope who keeps the audience stuck to their seats not by the distance he travels but by the fact that he is there at all [2].

II. EXISTENTIALIST VIEW

The influential and theoretical manifestations of existentialism occur in the works of Beckett, Ionesco and Pinter in which certainty in the supposed social and dramatic ‘givens’ of circumstances, personality and language are undetermined. Existence precedes essence. Though meaning is not 'out there' we can create in 'in here,' within ourselves. Existentialism is an advanced step up from nihilism, because, when the nihilist affirms meaninglessness out there and leaves it at that, the existentialist affirms meaninglessness (out there) but keeps on to affirm that it is the individual's responsibility to create meaning (in here). Of course it’s more sophisticated than that, but it is a bird’s eye view of their relationship [3].

The prominent concept of existentialism is; the factual existence of the individual, is the basic fact that man is not predestined by God or society, he has a free will. The two absolute truths of life are first, birth and death, second, the memories and experiences, which define what lies between these two truths are structured into a linear progression of human mind into the conception known as 'time'. So, if someone accepts this existentialist view, the conception of destiny and fate cannot be existed. Each moment of life is dictated by circumstances and chance, which bestow fortune on some, while misery on others. Beckett presents the world of Estragon and Vladimir as a world of chaos lacking meaningful structure. The world in which time is applied, where days end without any notice and the characters do not remember anything took place in the day before. Thus, time is meaningless as it experienced by an ultimate repetition of a endless waiting in sight but death. This boring process of waiting is recurrent and repetitious. However, the variations in the repletion become clear in act ii and they are remarkable in Lucky and Pozzo during their second meeting with Estragon and Vladimir. The dramatic changes occur in Pozzo and Lucky are manifestations of time and meaninglessness of life. The blind is a force of chance and circumstance, which indiscriminately wield themselves on the human race, making life and time insignificant, and the terminal individual universality(p. 50) [2].

Beckett makes birth and death as the only absolute truths within the play in order to establish time and life as insignificant receivers of random consequence. The existence
of these men between the beginning and end of their lives is only substantiated by their interactions and relationship to each other. However, they themselves even them into this world, but what anchors their reality in life? There is no proof or tangible meaning to their lives, except for their fruitless wait for Godot. Estragon and Vladimir's individual existence and role in the world are thus dimmed due to their inseparable lives and consciousness. Their lives are so interwoven that a unique and individual perception is nearly impossible. They must depend on each other every day to remember what they did and where they did it. Their voices often ring together in one common voice during language games they play to pass the time, proclaiming the universality of their existence (p, 78) [2].

"Waiting for Godot" is considered an essential expression of existentialism. The two tramps Estragon and Vladimir are waiting endlessly and pointlessly for someone unseen called 'Godot' who maybe actually existed. Existentialism is a fully amorphous conception referring to man's nature and his relation to the world he lives. It is a new philosophical concept that analysts and critics feel they find its greatest expression in Beckett's treatment. One the pivotal belief of existentialism is the sense that life is cyclic; what happened in past will happen again. As it is, 'Waiting for Godot' presents endless examples of the two main characters speaking and repeating themselves in circles. The pattern and style of the dialogue that can make the play a completely maddening experience if the viewer doesn't happen to be in the right frame of mind, which would beg the question of why that viewer would be in the audience in first place. Godot's existence is just a part of the play, as the visitation of both Pozzo and Lucky will give Beckett a chance to inject an additional absurdity into his narrative, as when the second visit by Pozzo and Lucky evokes an increased sense of existential doubt when Pozzo disputes the idea that he has been at that precise spot on the day before claiming to have lost his sight. Then Estragon and Vladimir engage in futile discussion of whether they exist and how they know so [4].

III. THE ABSURDITY OF THE PLAY

The word 'absurd' simply means ridiculous but this is not the sense when we talk about the Theatre of absurd. The theatre of absurd struggles to show the senselessness of human's condition and the fragility of the rational approach through the open abandonment of rational devices and digressive thought. It also tends towards a radical depreciation of language, towards the poetry that is emerged from the concrete and objectified images of the stage itself. The language element still plays an eminent part in this conception, but what happens on the stage transcends and often contradicts the words spoken by the characters. The theatre of the absurd is a part of 'anti-literary' movement of the time, which has found its expression in abstract painting with its rejection of 'literary' elements in pictures. It is not true to say that the theatre of absurd is basically French, because it is based on the coast of western convention and its fundamentals were found in Britain, Italy, Spain, Switzerland and America as well as France. Moreover, the pioneers of the theatre who lived in France and wrote in French were not French writers. Though the favourable circumstances deeply rooted in the fruitful culture of Paris climate, the successfullness of the theatre of absurd was achieved within a short scope of time and remained one of the most stunning aspects of this astonishing phenomenon. However, The plays belong to the theatre of absurd are puzzling and so strange. They are empty from traditional attractions of well made plays and in spite of this they were performed on most of world stages: from Finland to Japan, from Argentina to Norway. They themselves powerful and fully empirical tests of the theatre of absurd significance (p. 16-20) [2].

Both the French title En Attendant Godot and English Waiting for Godot express what is meant in a rich sense: a state of suspension and readiness in which one will attend to the arrival of an awaited object. This waiting is a fundamentally conservative activity that searches the restoration of something or someone whose absence is profoundly felt, even if the lost object has never actually been present. The act of waiting maybe also considered a kind of worship and an expression of disinheritance. However, as Vladimir and Estragon wait, their lives become hopeless, helpless, meaningless and absurd. Although, Godot will not attend and his coming has no significance, they still wait [5].

The main subject of the play "Waiting for Godot" is waiting. The dialogue is anticipatory, nonlinear and timeless. It has no resolution: at the end of the first act, Estragon said 'well shall we go?' the respond by his friend Vladimir was 'yes, let's go'. But they did not move, and then the curtain dropped. At the end of the second act, the same thing happened but the roles were changed i.e. Vladimir asked 'well? Shall we go?' and Estragon answered 'yes, let's go'. Once more they did not move until the curtain dropped. Thus, the dialogue of the characters is full with a tone of futility:

Estragon: What'll we do, what'll we do!
Vladimir: There's nothing we can do.
Estragon: But I can't go on like this.
Vladimir: Would you like a radish?
Estragon: Is that all there is?
Vladimir: There are radishes and turnips [6].

Vladimir's phrase 'would you like a radish?' is neither answering Estragon's question 'what'll we do?' nor responding to the couplet: 'there's nothing we can do' and 'but I can't go on like this'. The response of a 'radish' to the existential question is one example of the absurdity of the dialogue [7].

IV. PREVALENCE OF THE PLAY

Beckett's real triumph came when his play 'Waiting for Godot', which had emerged in book form in 1952, was first produced on January 5, 1953 entitled 'Theatre de Babylone' on the Boulevard Raspail. So its triumph constituted the penetration into public consciousness of a new tradition of
drama which had been vaguely labeled with the generic term of ‘Theatre of Absurd’. Out of all expectations, the strange tragic farce in which nothing happens and which had been despised as non-dramatic by a number of managements, became one of the greatest successes of the post-war theatre. It ran for four hundred performances at the ‘Theatre de Babylone’ and was later transferred to another Parisian theatre. It was translated into more than twenty languages and performed in Sweden, Switzerland, Finland, Italy, Norway, Denmark, Holland, Spain, Belgium, Turkey, Yugoslavia, Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, Israel, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Japan, Western Germany, Great Britain, the United States and Ireland. It was seen within the first five years after its first original production in Paris by more than million audiences [8].

Beckett’s play does not conform to the requirements of any traditional play. He introduced certain things, which contributed to the theatrical success. ‘Waiting for Godot’ is one of the most commercially successful plays in the twentieth century. Beckett jumped into fame because of this play. It puzzled the readers and the spectators and it enabled them to exercise their intellect and emotions as well. So both the audience and the readers are free to take it on whichever level they choose. The five characters in the play are drawn from different nationalities; this gives the play a universal appeal. Since the dramatic personae are drawn from different parts of the world, the play has been translated into innumerable languages and performed all over the world. Beckett conveys the world, the play has been translated into innumerable languages and performed all over the world. Beckett conveys the meaninglessness of life, both its own life, and in the second half of the twentieth century it has become a characteristic of the age. Expectancy, when it is unfulfilled, itself becomes but another form of uncertainty, and it is the transition from one to another that constitutes what leads for a need of a better term, which be called the dramatic action of ‘Waiting for Godot’. The play attracts the audience by its religious uncertainty. Although personal faith has declined, people continue to be interested in religion and the Biblical overtones of Beckett’s play, which suggests an area of uncertainty that is widely shared. Godot is not God but it sounds like God and there are Biblical allusions in the dialogue that give a hazily religious background to the conversation between the two tramps Estragon and Vladimir, who are alone on the stage for the greater part of the time [10].

If you genuinely believe that what normally passes for reality is actually so much fiction, the most real element in the fiction you write will be the uncertainty. For the characters in the play, this kind of uncertainty about past events, irrespective of whether they’re in the remote past or the immediate past, keeps dragging them into the present. To be sure of the reality of your own existence, you need to be sure of what is happened to you. This why Vladimir and Estragon spend so much time arguing about what happened yesterday:

“Was I sleep, while the others suffered? Am I sleeping now? Tomorrow, when I wake, think I do, what shall I say of today? That with Estragon, my friend, at this place, until the fall of night, I waited for Godot? That Pozzo passed, with his carrier, and talked to us? Probably” [11].

In this passage, it’s not just the past but also the future that gets dragged into Vladimir's questioning awareness of the past. This is a small and early example of what later becomes an important tendency in Beckett to emerge all the tenses into a continuous present [12].

Uncertainty of identification is on all sides: Estragon's boots were black when he threw them away but they now brown. Are you sure they were black? he is asked. "Well, they were a kind of grey," "And these are brown" queries Vladimir". Well they are a kind of green," comments Estragon [13].

Estragon and Vladimir found their expectations of a meeting confounded and their sense of certainty in their environment was disconcertingly undermined. The circular play structure permits simple variations on their situation in A ii, while Estragon and Vladimir try to fill the silence and either to energize or to leave their minimal set. The second pair offered some diversion; Pozzo intended to sell his roped slave Lucky. However; when they came back in A ii Pozzo had gone ‘blind’ led and steered by slave ‘Lucky’ who had gone ‘dumb’. Thus, their positions were revered in a striking image of the reversibility of power which nevertheless suggested residual interdependence (p.49) [3].

V. UNCERTAINTY

The pattern of uncertainty and questions, an action elucidating the absence of action, this is the essence of ‘Waiting for Godot’. The title is itself puzzling; if we have a look at it attentively without any preconceived notions of what drama has to be, we will see so clearly what the Beckett wants to show: human beings waiting for the arrival of something or someone with whom there is or there is no an appointment (60) [8].

Beckett plays very skillfully on two of the commonest human experiences; uncertainty and expectancy. Uncertainty is a disturbing experience that almost every individual has in his own life, and in the second half of the twentieth century it has become a characteristic of the age. Expectancy, when it is unfulfilled, itself becomes but another form of uncertainty, and it is the transition from one to another that constitutes what leads for a need of a better term, which be called the dramatic action of ‘Waiting for Godot’. The play attracts the

VI. ELEMENTS OF UNIVERSALITY

There are some elements should be existed in any literary work to be universal. First, the poetic form which basically depends on a special language. Second, the universal or non-determined theme. Third, the influence of the play which
is shown in others' works:

VII. Poetic Form

The theatre of absurd depends deeply on dreams and delusions. Exactly as poetic theatre but differs in refusing consciously poetic dialogue, and this theatre can transfer only what a poet has of deep obsessions about human conditions and his vision of the world. So, the Theatre of Absurd tends towards the lyrical mode. Just as a poem, which is sometimes a pattern of unfolding metaphors, images and similes. The absurdist play uses concretized poetic images which gradually unfold and revealing their deeper meaning. Besides, the main means of conveying significance and effect in the absurdist play is an image and metaphor.

Not all the plays of the “Absurdist Theatre” are dreams like the external world, but these dreams are as real to them and to the audience. The playwrights such as Beckett tends to neglect the ‘realities’ of social circumstances and their documentation in favour of an inner truth. Their plays are dreams rather than photographs of events or symbols. It could be the main idea or message about the nature of man through different circumstances which lift its impact on the minds. There is another feature belongs to the nature of Theatre of Absurd that is the impact on the audience was not merely to entertain, but to put the audience through the same experience as the characters: to wait, to try to find meaning and purpose in life, to give substance to our existence. Esslin explains actively how introspectively poetic playwrights such as Beckett tends to neglect the ‘realities’ of social circumstances and their documentation in favour of an inner truth. Their plays are dreams rather than photographs of the external world, but these dreams are as real to them and to the audience as the external realities are to the Brechtians.

VIII. The Universal Theme

‘Theme’ traditionally means a frequent element of subject matter, but the modern insistence on simultaneous reference to form and content emphasizes the formal dimension of the term. The ‘theme’ is always a subject, but a subject is not always a theme: a theme is not usually thought of as an occasion of a work of art, but rather a branch of the subject which is indirectly expressed through the frequency of certain images, events or symbols. It could be the main idea or message about life that the author wants to convey to the readers. The word ‘wants’ means it is not necessarily that the message which the author tries to convey to a reader is still the same as the author wants or different readers should understand it as he wants. In order to undergo any confusion, some critics try to define or explain ‘theme’ in very short sentences: the story's ideas, author's attitude towards those ideas, author's "statement" about these ideas or the attitude of the reader. Generally, ‘Theme’ should be expressed as a complete sentence: an idea expressed by a single word or a phrase is usually a motif. The ‘theme’ of a work is not a summary of its plot, on the contrary, unlike plot which deals with the action of a work, theme concerns itself with a work's message or contains the general idea of a work.

‘Theme’ could be universal when it transcends race, gender, sexual preference, and creed. Common themes mostly explore historically common or cross-culturally recognizable ideas, such as ethical questions, and are usually implied rather than stated explicitly. Literary and cultural scholars in England and other countries took a more historically informed and politically sensitive approach to the relationship of literature to society after World War II. The writers such as Raymond Williams, cultural historians such as E.P. Thompson, Neo-humanists such as F. R. Leavis, and cultural analysts such as Richard Hoggart studied literature in its real-world settings and attended both to its social effects and to its ethical and moral meanings. They contended that literature was about life, not universal spiritual truths that avoided the specifics of life.

At the same time it is not realized that every ‘theme’ could be universal even though it is popular in many countries or different societies. Charles Larson depicts very significant anecdote from which we could understand additional meanings about universal themes. He insists that the African novel does not work like western one, because in western literary sense, love as a 'theme' is simply missing and sex, seduction and romance are not involved in African fiction. “I was more than surprised to learn that Africans, traditionally at least, do not kiss; to learn that what I thought was ‘natural’ in one society and is not natural at all, but learned, that is, cultural. Not all peoples kiss”.

Beside the theme inserted in the title ‘waiting’, there are other themes in ‘Waiting for Godot’, which captured a critical attention. These are: triviality and boredom of human life, the prevalence of suffering, the theme of ignorance, the theme of economic and intellectual exploitation and the theme of meaninglessness of space, time and identity and then the theme of ‘Nothing to be Done’ which means nihilism of life.

The play gives an insight into the universality of the human condition, and does so without preaching or pretending to have the “answer”. No doubt, any of these themes could be found anywhere at any time. One of the most important themes is the theme of a savior which is a designation belongs to God or to Jesus Christ in the Christian world and Al-Muntadher or the redeemer in the Islamic world, as the savior for those, who have been waiting for many centuries. So the idea of a savior or redeemer is present in the two major religions and it maintains its universality as people believe that the savior could determinate their suffering, while his doing nothing might be a
The unusual universality of the discourse that has formed around Beckett, lies precisely in the fact that it permits an affirmation of the values of literature and culture themselves. At the same time, an assertion of the power of the criticism as the privileged mediator of that culture. The necessity of this affirmation is particularly great at a time when criticism and its institutions in Britain and USA have been increasingly drawn to the centers of state-based power while being simultaneously stripped of their cultural and ideological effectiveness. Beckett’s works suggest that the dangerous openness of repetition, and his practice as a director put some parts of the Beckettian myth under strain. The cultural claim underlies much of Beckett criticism, though it doesn’t often come to light in quite so unguarded a way as this [20].

The names of the actors in the play ‘Waiting for Godot’ are taken from different nations, therefore, this plays a part in the universality of the play: Estragon is French, Vladimir is Russian, Pozzo is Italian, Lucky is English. There must be some design in assigning names to the characters drawn from different nationalities. Obviously, it has nothing to do with characteristics of these nations. If the names are not controversial, it means that the readers are required to consider the play, not as an isolated piece of inaction in a corner of France, Ireland or Russia but as a universal state that the world condition in which all humanity is involved.

Lucky reveals the depreciation of the Christian devotion with the constant oblique references to “Cunard”; Sir Samuel Cunard, who founded the line of Cunard steam ships in the mid-nineteenth century. The ships that did well in the Crimean War (1853-1856), which were broken down because the conflict among Russia, France, and Turkey over Holy Places in Jerusalem. This reference is coincided with an event in early 1948, the year that ‘Waiting for Godot’ was written, Israel became a nation containing many of the same Holy Places. The very next day, the Arabs composed partially of Christians, attacked the Israelis and stormed East Jerusalem and the Holy Places. Men were murdering each other to have the city where one religion of peace and sharing began [21]. It is pointless to look for logical and universal message behind Beckett’s work. He presents an experience not an argument, truth not statement and each spectator or listener must respond in his own terms. Thus, one critic described the performance of Waiting for Godot in the following words: ‘It was an experience, symbolic in order to avoid all personal error by an author, who expects each member of his audience to draw his own conclusions make his own errors’. Another critic described it as ‘a statement in dramatic terms of the wretchedness of man without God’, while another one saw it as ‘a general expression of the futility of human existence when man pins his hope on a force outside himself’. Both interpretations, the first by a devout Roman Catholic and the other by a firm existentialist, are equally valid and equally irrelevant since Beckett is not concerned with any religious or philosophical beliefs. He created a new kind of play and in doing so, he greatly enlarges the scope of theatre [22].
moreover, the play does not address a particular nation but it addresses the nations that suffered in the second world war. Thus, the play in conformity of the said elements is universal and it is treated as a mark of distinction in English literature. It is being taught in all universities around the world and still performed in festivals in many countries as a proof of human identity dispersion.
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